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Angular template if else statement

First, Angle 9/8/7 Ngif works like a tactic, if only. It will evaluate the expression and display or hide the item based on the result of this evaluation. Then angular will simply remove or add the DOM nodes. It will be combined with a change in expression, if that's a possibility. You should know that Ngif basic syntax is effective and simple. Here you should provide an asterisk (*) with the name of the directive.
You can then include it in the template where you want to have it. Well, we're definitely going to address why they use an asterisk as you explore ngIf in Corner. Using ngIf is not difficult in Angle 9/8/7, it is quite easy and simple. You just need to add asterix (*) symbol along with ngIf syntax. * + ngIf = * ngIfInclude this * ngIf instruction within your angular template. We'll give you details because we'll be using
the asterisk syntax soon. As far as using *ngIf is concerned, there are 4 main ways. We'll start with the basic form first below: @Component({ selector: 'my-app', template: ' &lt;div *ngif=userLoggedIn&gt;Hello &lt;strong&gt;user&lt;/strong&gt;&lt;/div&gt; ', }) Export Class AppComponent { userLoggedIn = true; } We can go for JavaScript-like expressions to get a final value to pass to *ngIf. We can also get the
help of various operators and multiple variables to facilitate us. Using several logical operators with NgIf in angular 9/8/7Monitoring are the methods through which we can play with *ngIf in angular 9/8/7: Using logical NO (!) Operator with NgIf in Angular@Component({ selector: 'my-app', standard: ' &lt;div *ngif=!userLoggedIn&gt;Connect, &lt;strong&gt;user&lt;/strong&gt;&lt;/div&gt; ', }) AppComponent
export class { userLoggedIn = false; } Use logical and (&amp;&amp;) operator with angular NgIfCheck out example &amp;& operator in Corner with *ngIf.@Component({ selector: 'my-app', template: ' &lt;input type=checkbox [(ngmodel)]=checked&gt;&lt;input type=checkbox [(ngmodel)]=checked2&gt;&lt;span *ngif=checked &amp;&amp;&amp; checked2&gt;Show this text when both check boxes are
selected!&lt;/span&gt; ', }) AppComponent export class { alert('Select both check boxes to display message') }Use logical OR (||) Operator with Angle NgIfCheck out || example operator in Corner with *ngIf.@Component({ selector: 'my-app', template: '&lt;div *ntif=x == 5 || y == 5&gt; Angle Logic || Test &lt;/div&gt; ', }) AppComponent export class { x = 5; y = 9; } We presented a few examples for your
reference. We hope you understand the various ways to apply *ngIf.Let to look at some fascinating examples below. Let's explore *ngIf another in Next. Otherwise statement is an excellent addition to Angle 9/8/7. It has its roots in Corner JS. There's nothing complicated about it though. If this, run this other run something else. It's as simple as it gets. In Angle JS used to mess with the template as you had
to cancel the expression in order to have another part. Or we had to use instructions like. As. and ng-show to do the same. You don't have to navigate through any such complication anymore thanks to Angular, if otherwise instruction. Let's take a look at how we can explore the other statement within the template of an item to make sure the rendering stream is in control.@Component({ selector: 'my-app',
template: ' &lt;div *ngif=userLoggedIn; else userloggedOut&gt; Hello user &lt;/div&gt;&lt;ng-template #userloggedout=&gt;Hello User, Link&lt;/ng-template&gt; ', }) AppComponent export class { userLoggedIn = false; userloggedOut = true; } The good thing about this organization is that you can use this to unmount or place components based on conditions. There are two things to remember here. First of all,
#userloggedOut, the source variable template. You can choose any name you find attractive here. It will then address &lt;ng-template&gt;. You may be familiar with &lt;template&gt;, the equivalent of html5. In addition, it is considered as virtual. In fact, &lt;template&gt;has inspired &lt;ng-template&gt;. It was part of the V2-V4 corner. In addition, it is currently discredited thanks to&lt;ng-template&gt;.We have
already reported that it is considered as virtual. As a result, the content will cease to exist until you need it in the compiled DOM. Angle will use the content when needed and replace it. It's as simple as it gets. We're talking about a virtual container here. It won't render any content without being ready. Well, before we explore the rest, we have to deal with the asterisk* operation that we promised earlier.
Okay, here we have to deal with angular if sugar syntax. Let's take a look:&lt;div *ngif=userLoggedIn&gt; Hello user &lt;/div&gt;According to our latest findings, we can say with certainty that it is equivalent to this: @Component({ selector: 'my-app', template: ' &lt;ng-template [ngif]=userLoggedIn&gt;&lt;div&gt; Hello user. &lt;/div&gt;&lt;/ng-template&gt;', }) AppComponent export class { userLoggedIn = true? }
Angle will be responsible for converting *ngif syntax to what we just saw, throughout the system. Moreover, we both know that it is not the fastest solution. However, it will tell you more about how [ngIf] comes into play. Here we are exposed to the property association syntax here. In addition, yes, it shows that we will be able to deliver ngIfThen, ngIfElse and *ngIf in the same way:&lt;ng-template
[ngif]=userLoggedIn [ngifelse]=userloggedOut&gt; Hello User&lt;/ng-template&gt; &lt;ng-template #userloggedout=&gt;User Login &lt;/ng-template&gt;Well, there is no need for us to proceed in this way. We are yet to cover ngIfThen.Here we move *ngIf template out. That's all it means. What the importance of this? It offers increased flexibility in some cases of use. We will be able to modify the reference to
the template then dynamically. Alternatively, in other words, we will exchange &lt;ng-template&gt;as and when required. However, keep in mind that it is less common&lt;/ng-template&gt;&lt;/ng-template&gt;&lt;/ng-template&gt;&lt;/template&gt;&lt;/template&gt;&lt;/ng-template&gt; frequent&lt;/ng-template&gt;&lt;/ng-template&gt;&lt;/ng-template&gt;&lt;/template&gt;&lt;/template&gt;&lt;/ng-template&gt; best
thing about this approach is that you will be able to come up with a more descriptive if/then/other section. Here we explore preferences and cases as mentioned &lt;ng-container *ngif=isLoggedIn; then userloggedIn; else userloggedOut&gt;&lt;/ng-container&gt; already.@Component({ selector: 'my-app', template: '&lt;ng-template #userloggedin==&gt;&lt;div&gt; Hello user &lt;/div&gt;&lt;/ng-template&gt;&lt;ng-
template #userloggedout=&gt;&lt;div&gt; Please log on &lt;/div&gt;&lt;/ng-template&gt;', }) AppComponent export class { userloggedIn = true? } Here the thought in the flow of statements is accustomed to syntax. Aligns well with our thoughts like this: ngIf = status? then: otherwise;The option for ng-container is an option in this case. Well, we make sure that the DOM node is not rendered until the template is
rendered. Additionally, when it comes to using the then block, the content enclosed in the opening and closing labels will be ignored. We have edited the same in the example above concerning&lt;ng-container&gt;. Let's look at the NgIf instruction in this tutorial and reveal how to use it. We will also explore using NgIf with the Statement Else and Then to give you a complete guide on how to use it. You will
learn how to view and hide DOM content based on your data, which we can then let NgIf handle and make updates to the DOM for us! What is NgIf? Before we dive into too deep, let's learn the concepts behind NgIf and why it exists for us to use. This book is straight to the point, exploring syntax, comprehensive guide, real world examples, tips and tricks – it covers everything you need Todd Motto, author
of Exploring JavaScript Array Methods NgIf is a behavioral instruction that allows us to alternate a template based on a conditional statement. This conditional statement will be evaluated similarly to how our JavaScript will evaluate an if (condition) {}statement, converting the value you provide to a true or false value and making it accordingly. Let's explore the ins and outs of ngIf, and how we can use (the
right way) in our Corner applications. Using NgIf Angle Syntax for NgIf is nice and simple, we can simply declare it in an item, or component, and let it work its magic. Placing the ngIf directive on an element or element will in fact conceal or show that the element based on the expression you pass to evaluate it. Angular will simply add or remove your DOM nodes, place or reposition your items as the
expression changes (if it ever does, it's up to you). We'll also cover why we're using asterisk syntax soon. Standard ngIf in Angle There are four main ways we can use ngIf, so let's start by exploring the most basic use case. Let's get a blank element and a simple binary value of true: @Component({ selector: 'app-component', template: ' &lt;div&gt; Welcome back! &lt;/div&gt; ', }) AppComponent export class
{ isLoggedIn = true; } We can also use JavaScript-like expressions to achieve a final truth/false value for providing in ngIf – as well as synthesis through multiple variables &lt;/ng-container&gt; &lt;/ng-container&gt; different operators. The basic syntax of the ngIf directive is simple and effective, all we need to do is prefix the name of the directive with an asterisk (*) and add it anywhere within our template:
&lt;!-- negated variable to achieve if not --&gt;&lt;div *ngif=!isLoggedIn&gt; Please log in, mate. &lt;/div&gt;&lt;!-- logic &amp;&amp; operator --&gt;&lt;div *ngif=isLoggedIn &amp;&amp;&amp; !isNewUser&gt; Welcome back, mate. &lt;/div&gt;&lt;!-- logic OR operator --&gt;&lt;div *ngif=isLoggedIn || isNewUser&gt; Welcome! &lt;/div&gt; Just a few examples, but I'm sure you can see how easy and clean it is to
use ngIf. Note that the ngIf used is a lowercase n when declared in an item or item. Let's move on to some more interesting examples! * ngIf and otherwise A fantastic addition to Corner is the other statement. Behaves very similar to a JavaScript statement if (condition) { } else { } . Nice and simple! Here's how we can use the other statement to control the performance flow within an item's template: &lt;div
*ngif=isLoggedIn; else loggedOut&gt; Welcome back, man. &lt;/div&gt;&lt;ng-template #loggedout=&gt;Please friend, log on.&lt;/ng-template&gt; What is all this syntax #loggedOut? This is a template variable. You can name template variables as you wish. Using a template variable means that we can create a reference to a specific template segment and then use it elsewhere - in this example we provide it
as an other value in ngIf. We use &lt;ng-template&gt;because as if it is HTML5 &lt;template&gt;equivalent, it is also considered virtual. Being virtual means that &lt;ng-template&gt;content won't actually exist in the compiled DOM until it's needed (you'll never see it until Angle makes it). When necessary (for example, the other expression kicks in the game), Angle will grab the contents of the &lt;ng-
template&gt;tag, and replace the *ngIf content with it. That's it, that's it. So, before we go on, where does this asterisk come from? Let's learn some more advanced themes and concepts about its angular and templating machine. ngIf and ng-standard If you haven't yet explored the&lt;ng-template&gt; syntax of NgIf, then you're ready to learn some amazing new skills. It's all about the sugar pension. When
we do this: &lt;div *ngif=isLoggedIn&gt; Welcome back, mate. &lt;/div&gt; What's really going on is something like this: &lt;ng-template [ngif]=isLoggedIn&gt;&lt;div&gt; Welcome back, mate. &lt;/div&gt;&lt;/ng-template&gt;This is quite a jump if you've never seen it before, or maybe saw it in the documentation once and quickly closed the page. In essence, Angle will convert * our pension throughout the
above internally. This tells us more about what's going on with [ngIf], which is the instruction that binds to a property link syntax (brackets []). Yes, that means, we can provide ngIf, ngIfElse (and ngIfThen) in the same way:&lt;ng-template [ngif]=isLoggedIn [ngifelse]=loggedOut&gt;&lt;div&gt; Welcome back, mate. &lt;/div&gt;&lt;/ng-template&gt;&lt;ng-template #loggedout=&gt;&lt;div&gt; Please friend, log on.
&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/ng-template&gt;But let's not go too far.&lt;/ng-template&gt;&lt;/ng-template&gt;&lt;/ng-template&gt;&lt;/template&gt;&lt;/ng-template&gt; go too far.&lt;/ng-template&gt;&lt;/ng-template&gt;&lt;/ng-template&gt;&lt;/template&gt;&lt;/ng-template&gt; we have not covered ngIfThen just yet ... * ngIf, Then anyway Let's find out about the then syntax with NgIf. Adopting the continuity syntax alongside
ngIf means that we can clean up our templates a little bit and make them a little more special, this promotes pure code and a nice pattern to work with. Using the then syntax also creates more flexibility in some usage situations, where we can dynamically change the template reference then – essentially switching &lt;ng-template&gt;on the fly (a less common use case however). You can optionally adopt
this approach to create a more descriptive if/then/else block. Again, does this come down to use the &lt;ng-container *ngif=isLoggedIn? then loggedIn; else loggedOut&gt;&lt;/ng-container&gt; cases and preferences for what (could be) more advanced use cases:&lt;ng-template #loggedin==&gt;&lt;div&gt; Welcome back, mate. &lt;/div&gt;&lt;/ng-template&gt;&lt;ng-template #loggedout=&gt;&lt;div&gt; Please
friend, log on. &lt;/div&gt;&lt;/ng-template&gt;Thinking more about our javascript, this syntax aligns more with thinking in the flow of internal statements. Our thought above could be converted to: ngIf = expression? then : otherwise? You will notice that the expression is never used, it is only there to tell the JavaScript runtime what value to make. The same goes for the ng-container example I've used above
– which would mean we don't make a DOM node until our ngIf expression is evaluated and then rendered. It's interesting to note that even though NgIf hides our content, it actually gets completely destroyed by Angular every time you need to make or remove the template or component that bind it. If we wanted our content to still be visible in the DOM, however they remain hidden, then we need to introduce
the hidden feature:&lt;div [hidden]=!isLoggedIn&gt; Welcome back, mate. &lt;/div&gt; This would then allow Angular to add a hidden feature if the isLoggedIn property was true – we can show nice message! You will notice here that I set aside the expression using the operator that does not (!) within the expression. You could say that the hidden feature is a more sophisticated style =screen: none?. If
something is marked as hidden, it is hidden from all presentations, including, for example, screen readers. Read more in MDN about the hidden. * ngIf, Observable and Asynchronous Pipe Another fantastic addition to ngIf, the asynchronous tube as syntax. Find out about this here in my next post. You will learn how to use observable along with your new NgIf knowledge found. This book is straight to
exploring syntax, comprehensive guide, real world examples, tips and tricks – covering everything you need Todd Motto, author of Exploring JavaScript Array Methods To learn more techniques, best practices and real-world expert knowledge, I highly recommend checking out my Corner courses – will guide you through your journey to mastering Angular to the fullest! Maximum! &lt;/ng-template&gt; &lt;/ng-
template&gt;
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